REFOODGEES
SOLIDARITY
WITHOUT BORDERS
ReFoodGees association has gathered and distributed unsold food for free, in
Alberone and Esquilino neighbourhood street markets in Rome, since 2018.
During the pandemic and its relative lockdown, some volunteers, including some
refugees and asylum-seekers, never stopped making home deliveries and running
the food bank at the market for the most vulnerable in the Italian capital city.
Viola De Andrade Piroli is the president of the ReFoodgees Association
of Rome, the association is called this way since refugees and asylumseekers joined it on a voluntary basis. The Association’s main objective is
the redistribution a ton of food for free evey Saturday, in the Alberone and
Esqulino neighbourhood streetmarkets, trying to approach a number of
people through a series of projects, to lend a helping hand to those in need.
Viola told us how the association activities were managed during the
Covid-19 emergency, highlighting the importance of supporting who was
crying for help.
“The several activites of our association – Viola explained- were inevitably
affected by the pandemic. Everything started with a lunch against food
waste that was scheduled for April 2020 in piazza Vittorio, in the framework
of the Portici Aperti initiative, organized with Slow Food Rome and other
associations operating in the Esquilino neighbourhood. When the lockdown
was established, this public lunch could not be held at all, but we still had
the funds for the event, so we turned to the less fortunate and helped
them. Some local associations made a census of families in need and, in
collaboration, with other volunteers we started gathering and distributing
food. We never stopped, not even when we were in a red zone and so,
thanks to the Portici Aperti network, we managed to help over 240 families”.
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What is food waste?
Food waste is starting right in our place,
when food that could still be consumed
is thrown away. These are called food
surpluses,
unsold
food,
leftovers,
whatever we call food being thrown
into the rubbish – all these terms have
something in common though: all needed
energy, water, soil, time, fuels, natural
resources and a number of pollutants
to be produced, shipped, processed,
paclkaged. Some greenhouse gases
were emitted for their production, money
was spent to buy them and energy was
employed for their preservation. However,
they ended up in the garbage, somehow:
and other resources were exploited there.
Waste shall be avoided.
Please find some advice in here

When the restrictions were gradually lifted, in June 2020, our association
resumed its work at the market food bank, with our appropriate PPEs on.
“The people approaching our bank – says Viola – were and still are extremely
diverse. They are reflections both of the very mixed Esquilino neighbourhood
where we operate in, and the streetmarket itself, where fruit, vegetables
and many other things that can only be found here, are sold. Estimating
percentages is not an easy task – many come from North Africa, others from
Sub-Saharan Africa, where many of our volunteers are from, others are Latin
Americans, Asians and there are some Italians too. The audience is very
diversified when it comes to ages too. We did not just help people from our
neighbourhood: in collaboration with Associazione Genitori Scuola Di Donato
– Di Donato School Parents Association, promoting culture, sports and arts
for the children, we managed to help the Quattro Stelle occupied place, where
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over 400 poor people live, including a number of children. This used to be a
hotel-conference centre, then the first foreigners started breaking in, and it
has become a peaceful, multicultural place since 2012. Some of us, with the
volunteers of the Di Donato Association, deliver some food there, while others
go around the neighbourhood or work at the market food bank.”.

Some 36,000 kilograms of fruit, vegetable, bread...and a lot of love
was recovered and distributed between 2020 and 2021.
“There are around thirty people working for the association now, in two
different gazeboes – wraps up Viola – there is the front line, where we serve
fruit and vegetables, then there is the part where people can see what we
have to offer and ask for what they need. Our collaboration with Portici
Aperti came to an end – even though they still support some ten cases
of people in dire straits - while we started helping not just with food but
even with the paperwork that migrants and vulnerable individuals have to
deal with and generally have a hard time doing so. Our stall seems easier
to access than an office or a help desk in a building, and this is how we
provided guidance to several women in troubles, so that they could turn
to other associations providing with an expertise in their areas of interest,
thus creating a fruitful synergy. The market still represents the core of our
practices: a historical crossroads where people, stories, trades meet – the
ideal place to stage meetings, exchanges of ideas and experiences”.
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What is the lesson learned in this story of solidarity?
It is easy. The whole world is our home and we act globally. We must express
our solidarity without any social or economic constraints. Anyone migrating
because of armed conflicts, violences, discrimitaions, eviction, poverty,
natural disasters should not considered an outlaw for political, economic or
social reasons, and helpless people should never be left behind. Creating
a community, working together to find solutions that may fit anybody’s
needs – even just with a hot meal and some groceries – can really make a
difference for those in need, and help us all to build the future together.

We really have our Slow Food Heroes. They are the ReFoodGees association gathering
unsold food and distributing it for free in Rome’s neighbourhood streetmarkets

Slow Food Heroes project is funded by the European
Cultural Foundation, with the contribution
of CRC Foundation.
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